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Hares:  Night Crawler, Cums in 3 Quarts, 
Sesame Streetwalker, Burnt Sox, and Rocky 
Whore 
 

It was a rainy AGM election day.  The 
candidates all hoped that voter turnout would be 
high in spite of the weather.  Organ Icer was busy 
handing out the Soviet style ballots--one or two 
candidates for each position running unopposed.  
Hashers were voting Chicago style, voting early 
and often.   

 
The hares departed and circle was about to 

begin when it was noted that You’ve Got Tail had 
arrived but without the hash*t.  A spy revealed to 
me that she had left it in her car.  I checked the car 
and found the information accurate and then ratted 
her out.  Byte Lightning called her into the circle 
and she was directed to carry the prize on trail.  
Byte Lightning also pointed out the following 
media slut violation to me.  Apparently Dual 
Airbags is now modeling running clothing.  After 
all, who else would need to wear six jog bras to 
hold those babies in place?   

 

 
 
The pack took off and quickly went wrong 

at a check.  More than half the pack headed right 

following nothing when true trail really went left.  
Things continued downhill from there.  With the 
pack spread out in a swampy area we found 
ourselves running in both directions on trail until a 
lucky hasher stumbled on the runner walker split.  
The FRBs were off again led at various times by 
Byte, Runt, and Blows a Tranny.  Another 30 
minutes of running found us by a lake and the pack 
was again running in circles.  We spotted Snot on 
the far side of the lake and this time actually 
decided to follow him.  We finally hit the last hill 
and finished at Rocky Whore’s new house.   

Prior to the start of circle Cunning Runt 
and 2 Hand Job were engaged in a discussion 
about puberty sex and hormones.  Any mention of 
sex draws male hashers and Byte Lightning and I 
listened in to see if we could learn something 



 

 

Mis-management 
Joint Masters:  Corkscrewed & Organ Icer 
Religious Advisors:  Put It Out & CRAFTY 
On-Sec:  Dual Airbags 
Hash Cash:  Loan Shark 
Hare Raiser:  Rocky Whore 
Habs:  Cheap Slut & Whack Me, Smack Me LMLBTS 
Scribe:  Be Cuz He Can   Editor:  Do Me Next Week  

morning!    
Violations:    The Hares for pre-laying trail (as 
reported by one of the hares Burnt Sox), then 
leaving early to set trail, and losing the walkers on 
trail.    Blows a Tranny came in first telling 
everyone he had won the hash.  2 Hand Job was 
observed having great phone sex (she never stopped 
smiling) with someone during the circle.  Running 
Bear for arriving before the circle was over.  Byte 
Me Elmo wanted to know if it was still okay to call 
white people Honkys.  Rocky Whore for moving 
from a Townhouse to a single family house, (as 
Duals noted you are still a trailer park queen if you 
have a carport).  Boy Toy and Blows a Tranny after 
getting out of bed together these two “not gay” 
hashers had brown sugar and cinnamon and 
lemonade for breakfast, then they dressed each other 
exactly alike (Ain’t love grand?)   Leave it in 
Beaver for a fashion statement his shirt matched his 
running shoes, and then he tried to hide the offense 
by changing into a blue shirt.  Cheap Slut, Hands 
Solo, Tore Ass and Just Voided for auto-hashing.  
Then finally it was reported to me by Organ Icer 
that Loan Shark was instructed by Hot Legs to 
make sure Wankers Aweigh didn’t take his 
motorcycle to the hash since the AGM registration 
form was in the car and he had to turn it in.  This 
was confusing to the scribe and it was going to take 
a long time to write and type so I just violated all of 
them.   
 
Hash*t:    You’ve Got Tail high-tailed it home from 
circle to avoid getting it one more time so a new 
hash*t victim was needed.  Nominated for the prize 
were Blows a Tranny for “winning the hash”.  
Loan Shark was nominated just for being Loan 
Shark.  Rocky Whore was nominated for setting a 
“4 mile trail” that took over an hour for the FRBs to 
run.  Byte Me Elmo got nominated for her non-PC 
question about Honky’s.  Loan Shark easily won 
the crowd over with his sparkling personality and 
witty repartee.  He became a double winner being 
elected Joint Master and Hash*t all in one day! 
 

useful but we didn’t really understand it.   
It soon became apparent that many of the 

walkers were lost on trail again.  They had managed 
to miss the runner walker split.  Finally as circle was 
coming to an end they arrived tired but happy.   
 
Hugs N Kisses.  – BeCuz He Can 
 
Virgins:  None this week.  Everyone needs to bring a 
virgin next week especially Rocky Whore who 
seems especially good at finding the virginal but 
hasn’t brought one for awhile.   
 
Visitors:  Delivery Boy from DCH4, apparently he 
has hashed with everyone else but MVH3 so far. 
 
Returners and Backsliders:  Night Crawler, Cums 
in 3 Quarts, Sesame Streetwalker, Burnt Sox, 
Rocky Whore, Leave it in Beaver, Whore Moans, 
Ass Ogre, Wicked Bitch of the Yeast, Bavarian 
Bush, Mighty Tight, Two Hand Job, Mud Pie, 7 
Minutes, and Just Ayliyah 
 
Namings:  None today. 
 
Analversaries:  Mr. Magoo-45, Leave it in Beaver-
175, Loan Shark-305, and For Sale or Rent-315.   
 
Birthdays:  Just Ayliyah “Ali” daughter of 7 
Minutes and Burnt Sox is two years old!  We sang 
the clean version of happy birthday for her.  We also 
learned that Just Ayliyah will be having a brother or 
sister.  Apparently Burnt Sox had just gotten 7 
Minutes pregnant about two hours earlier that 

Upcoming Events: 
The AGM is cuming during the first weekend in 
May (4-6 May).  A limited number of rooms have 
been reserved. Price for AGM goes up $5 
after March 31st; price for hotel goes 
up almost $25 per night after March 
31st

.  Contact any responsible mismanagement 
member for more information and registration forms 
or Loan Shark if you can’t find anyone else.  
 

 


